May, 1970 - political rise and fall at MIT

By Alex Makowski

Throughout the past term many people within the Boston university community have mused on the possibilities of a repeat of last spring's nation-wide student strikes. Even just a month ago some students were confident asserting their peers that a similar course was in the making.

But the White House refrained from any gross blunders in its management of the war, and predictions that the large mass of college students would rally to the cause focused on the general apathy and pre-occupations with learning and other such personal concerns. The tumor stirred by events last year seems so very distant from the emotional pitch are inconceivably distant from the MIT campus this year. The general apathy and preoccupation of college students would rally to attempts to direct the strike efforts.

Freed from the constraint of attending classes, MIT students responded by the hundreds to plans for help with political work. They fanned out from Boston, going both door-to-door and setting up tables at subway stops. Those three days later in the week marked the peak of national activity as well - the Kent State tragedy pushed hundreds of vacillating schools over the line into active protest. TV viewers those days were treated to a color map of the United States with the super-imposed legend "STUDENT STRIKE" as Walter Cronkite ticked off the latest developments.

By the weekend the fervor at MIT was beginning to die down. Meeting Sunday afternoon, the faculty approved a flexible policy to free students for political work if they wished while preserving classes for students who wanted to continue their normal education. Monday canvassing organizers reported substantial declines in the number of students volunteering. Only 500 people showed up for a mass meeting to discuss strike goals, and SDS members later that week were unable to muster support for attempts to "shut down MIT." The strike was "flying," noted one observer, "because there were no concrete actions, no set of demands to rally around.

Liberal political sentiment predominated, and student activity moved into a new phase with attempts to reach government officials in Washington. A central information center organized by students, faculty, and administrators in the Bush Room coordinated these and other attempts.

But the falling sentiment could not be reversed, and by Tuesday, May 19, news of the strike had disappeared completely from the front page of The Tech. Noted one observer, "because there were no concrete actions, no set of demands to rally around.
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